
PHUSICS 11

Significant Figures
Any measurement has its limitations in terms of its

precision. It is impossible to get an exact or perfect
measurement of anything because there is no 'perfect'
measuring device. There is uncertainty in every
measurement as you approach the limits of the device
itself. For this reason, an infinite number of decimals is
impossible for a measurement. You might say what about
TI? Well ii is a constant, not a measured value so it can be
calculated +o as many decimals as needed. Since all
measurements have uncer+ain+y, there has to be a way to
handle and communicate that uncertainty so everyone
knows the limits of any measurement just by inspection or
looking at it. This is why significant figures exist.

The definition of significant figures is the number of
certain digits in a measurement plus one uncertain digit.

Let's look a+ a measurement example to illus+ra+e:
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A blue line is measured with three different rulers wi+h different precision. Precision in
this example refers to the smallest division on an instrument. In the top ruler all we can
know for certain is that the blue line is in between 0 - 1 m. What we need to estimate is

how far it is in between 0 and 1 m. Since this is uncertain, we limit ourselves to dividing
the region into 10 equal divisions. A good estimation would be 0.2 m although one might
be able to argue 0.1 or 0.3 m and still be within an acceptable margin of error. This
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measurement of 0.2 m would have one significant figure because i+ is has no certain
digits plus one uncertain digit.

In the second ruler, there is more precision. We know for certain it is in between
0.2 and 0.3 m. Again we divide the uncertain region into 10 equal pieces, and estimate a
value of say 0.22 m although 0.21 or 0.23 m would be wi+hin an acceptable margin of
error. The first digit is certain and the second digit is uncertain for a total of two
significant digits.

Finally, ruler three gives us even more precision. We know for certain it is in
between 0.22 and 0.23 m. Dividing the uncertain region into ten pieces will yield a
reasonable estimate of 0.223 m. This is 2 certain digits plus one uncertain digit for a
total of 3 significant figures.

For any measurement, there is uncertainty, even if it is a digital measurement! If
everyone in the scientific community agrees +o this method, which they do, then all
measurements will communicate some degree of uncertainty and uncertainty and we have
a way of knowing just by the number itself! Let's clarify

Rules for Significant Digits:

Rule 1: All nonzero digits in a measurement are significant
Eg. 4.35 m 578 km 6.11 x 104 kg

All these measurements have 3 sigfigs.

Rule 2: Leading zeroes are not significant.
Eg. 0.00043 kg 0.0016 km 0.089 dm

All these measurements have 2 sigfigs.

Rule 3: Trailing zeroes after the decimal preceded by a nonzero digit are significant
Eg. 1.000m 345.09 50.00 mL
All these measurements have 4 sigfigs.

BUT......what about the measurement 45000 km?

Siqnificant diqi+s and scientific no+a+ion:

Sometimes a number will be ambiguous (more than one possibility) as to how many
significant digits it has. Take the measurement 45000 km. Are there 2,3,4 or 5
significant digits? Was this number rounded from 44 900 or 44 999? Are those zeroes
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after the 5 placeholders or were they actually measured values? From the number alone
it is impossible to tell. If ever given a situation like this, you should always assume the
least amount of significant digits which means the zeroes are not significant so the
measurement has 2 sigifigs. To remove any doubt about significant digits wi+h these
types of numbers, they should always be put in+o scientific no+a+ion.

Rule 4: Assume trailing zeroes before the decimal are not significant.
Eg. 45000 L 6300km 430cm

All these measurements have 2 sigfigs.

*No+e: Counted or given values have an unlimited amount of sigfigs. For example, if
there are 23 s+uden+s in a room this number has unlimited sigfigs. An example of a given
value would be 3ft = 1 yard. These numbers are given values with no uncertainty in them
therefore they have unlimited sigfiqs.

Practice #1

How many significant figiires in the following?

1 0070 m -^. 5 sig figs

17 10kg -^. 4sigfigs
100,890 L -^ 5sigfigs

3.29xl03s -^ 3 sig figs
0.0054cm -^ 2 rig figs
3,200,000 mL -* 2 sig figs
5 does -» unlimited.;' _. .

" This is a
counted value

Math and Sigfigs: Inevitably, measurements
are used in mathematical operations to arrive
at other values of interest. For example, if
you want to find the speed of an object, you
need to divide the time into the distance
traveled. These are measured values so that
means the uncertainties are divided as well.
So how many sigfigs should our answer have
when we perform mathematical operations
with sigfigs?

Rules for Calculating With Signiftcant Digits:
. When adding or subtractmg, round Vhe answer to the
ieast number of decimal pieces.

1.457 0.0367 <^
+ 83,2^, - 0.004322
84.657 ) 0.032378

rounds to 84.7--^ rounds to 0.0324

. When multSptyinQ or ctivlding, round the answer to the
least number of significant digits.

4.36 12.300
x 0.00013-<-s,
O.OOQ5668 ] v-535

^534.78261
0.0230 -^^s-to
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Operations with sigfigs:
1. adding/sub+rac+ing
2. mul+iplying/dividing

Think of the weakest link when you are performing ma+hema+ical operations wi+h sigfigs.
It only makes sense that.... Yby can only be as precise in your answer as you were in
the measurements you started with.

Be careful of these type of questions.....

Example 1:

Add these two measurements: 423 mL + 577 mL = 1000 mL

Often the answer is left as is but that would be incorrect! Why? Well both
measurements had a precision of being measured to the nearest one mL but the answer
APPEARS to have only 1 sigfig which means it is measured to the nearest thousand mL.
The rule for adding demands that our answer should communicate an answer to the
nearest mL because that is the least amount of decimals in our measurements. To do
that we need scientific notation. Therefore.....

423 mL + 577 mL = 1.000 x 103 mL (which is 1000 with 4 sigfigs)

Example 2:

Multiply these two measurements: (5.0 x 101 m)(2.0 x 101 m) = 1000 m2

Often the answer is left as is but that would be incorrect! Why? Well, both
measurements had 2 sigifigs which means the answer should have 2 sigfigs but it only
APPEARS to have 1 sigifig. Once again we need scientific notation to communico+e what
is necessary. Therefore....

(5.0 x 101 m)(2.0 x 101 m) = 1.0 x 102 m2 (which is 1000 with 2 sigfigs)
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Significant Figures Exercise 1.
Part A; Indicate the nuffiber of significant figures in each of the foilowing measurements.
1. 28,875m

2. 0.0051kg

3 258,000km

4. 505400cm

5. 0.81 g

6. 51.2000 m

7. 2.00s

8. 0.00500kg

Part B. Solve. RepoH- cnswers wi+h correc+ si9nifican+ figurss.

1. 1.25m x 8.6m (l/^^ 5716.55g-0.006g ^/Co/-$'<
2. 100.00 g / 250 mL C4' 00 5/^ 6 28-00 9 / 85 2 cr"3 ^:J5<? 5/<:^2-.
3. 500.00cm x 40.00cm C2,000/10i{^37) 8 000 km - 0,54kni 0- ^^ ^-

4. 38 cm * 5.100 cm-- 4.13 cm [ L(^ ^ 8, 23.18 m + 6.819 m \0, 00 ^

Significant Figures Exercise 2: Ooo S I

Port A. Indicate The number of significant figures in each of the following measurements.
1. 28.875m 5. 081g

2, 0.0051 kg

3 258,000km

4. 505,100cm

6. 51.2000m

7. 2.00 g

8. 000500kg

Port B Solve. Report answers with correct significant figures.

1. 1.25 m x 8.6 m 5. 716 55 g - 0006 g

2. 100.00 g / 25.0 ffiL 6. 28 00 g / 85.2 cm3

3, 50000cm x 40.00cm 7. 8.000 km - 0.54 km

4. 38 cm+5.100 cm+4.13 cm 8 2318m+6819m
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Significant Figures Exercise 3.

Solve the Problems and Round Accordingly.

1) 56.74+9.59+2.9522 = ^?- ^9 11) 91 A141-5.3466

2) 8.962+8.5+95.96 = //3/V 12) 22.4+6.9

S£a^K

o?i3

3) 8.54+24.5224+8.6513 = ^/.. '/'I 13) 16.8744+48.68+9.78 = 7^. .53

4) 3.85-1.7 = a,& 14) 8573+9.68+4.3

6) 64.33+7.249 -^1.^ 16) 87.8-35.9686

7) 28.65+8.8592+1.272 =^a .7 ° 17) 12.79+11.

8) 9.43+33.481 = 'o<, || 18) 7.5-2.

9) 6.27+397595 .Li^

18) 7.5-2.559

19) 49.428-2.7732

-.v.b

5) 4.8+6.8727 = lL3_ 15) 86.779-3.36 = 03/tf^L

.^8

. w^

. Li.,T

. 1U5S

10) 34.95+6.6882 -^iki 20) 5.45-4.1
i^
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Scientific Notation

In science we work with extremely large and extremely small numbers. For
example, the diameter of our solar system is 9 090 000 000 000 me+ers.
The radius of a proton is 0.0000000000000008751 m. After a while, these
numbers get very tedious to write over and over. What if there was a way to

preserve the precision of these measurements but write them in a much more compact
way? The answer - Scientific Notation. Since our number system is base ten, we can
take any number and multiply it by a power of ten no matter how big or small it happens
to be. Using the above two examples:

mantissa

129 090 000 000 000 m = |9.09 x 101£ m (solar system diameter)

I power of ten
¥

0.0000000000000008751 m = 8.751 x W^ m (proton radius) ^^
N.B. v

lv
s;

Note that the number of sigfigs is preserved.
No+e that any number can be expressed scientific no+a+ion.
Note that scientific numbers begin with a single digit and decimal,

proceeded by the number of decimals required for sigfigs,
then this mantissa is multiplied by a power of ten.

No+e that numbers greater than 1 are expressed wi+h positive powers of ten.
Note that numbers less than 1 are expressed with negative powers of ten.
Note that multiplying by a positive power of ten moves a decimal point to the right the
number of place values of the exponent, (ie. 10 moves decimal right twelve places)
Note that multiplying by a negative power of ten moves a decimal point to the left the
number of place values of the exponent, (ie. 10'15 moves decimal left 15 places)

Some Examples:

Normal (decimal) measurements to scientific no+a+ion:

1. 4593 hr
2. 0.00578g
3. 30000km

= 4.593 x 103 hr
= 5.78 x 10-3 g
= 3 x 104 km

(4.593 x 1000)
(5-78XT^)
(3 x 10000)
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Scientific no+a+ion to normal (decimal) measurements:

1. 8.45xl03m
2. 9.431 xl0-2 km
3. 5xl0-4g

= 8450 m
= 0.09431 km
= 0.0005 g

(Decimal over right 3 places)
(Decimal over left 2 places)
(becimal over left 4 places)

Mul+iplyinq with scientific no+a+ion:

1. (4.2 x 104) x (2.0 X 10-1) = 8.4 x 103
2. (5.10 x 105) x (2.00 x 102) = 10.2 x 107
But this is engineering notation so convert to scientific no+a+ion = 1.02 x 108
(Move decimal left one place so increase power one place)

Dividinq with scientific no+a+ion;

1. (4.5 x 105) = 1.5 x 107
(3.0 x 10-2)

2. (4.5 x 10-4) = 45 x 10-6
(0.10 x 102)

But this is engineerin9
notation so convert to
scientific notation =
4.5 x 10-5
(Move decimal left one
place so increase power
one place)

Name Common Notation Math Notation Eicponent Prefix

QiiintiBion
Qiiadrillion
Trillion
Biman
Mfllion
Thoicand
Himdred
Ten
One
Oneltenth
One Hnndredth
One Thoitsandth
QneMiUionth
Oue BiBianth
On<i Trfflia&tli
One Qnadrillionth
One QiiintiUiontIi

1 000 000 000 000 000 000
1 000 000 000 000 000

1 000 000 000 000
1 000 000 000

1 000 000
1000
100
10
1

0.1
0.01
0.001

0.000 001
0.000 000 001

0.000 000 000 001
0.000 000 000 WQ 001

0.000 000 000 000 000 001

ID"
10]£
1012
109
10B
103
102
101
10°
10-1
10-2
10-s
10-"
10-fl
10-12
10-is
10-1B

18
15
12
9
6
3
2
1
0
-1
-2
-3
-6
-9
-12
-15
-IS

Eica(E)
Peta (P)
1feTB(T)
Giga(G)
M.ega {^"
]dlo(k,
hect.o (hj
Deca (da)

(tea (d)
oenti (c)
milB (m)
aaicro ({1}
nano (n)
pKO (p)
fismto (f)
atto (a)

^Calculator Suggestion: The keystrokes to obtain the correct calculations depend on the
type of calculator you are using. It is HI6HLY recommended that you DO NOT simply
key in the power of 10 by multiplying which leaves the man+issa and the power of ten as
SEPARATE TERMS. Instead use the EXP button, the EE button (TI: calculators), or your
particular calculator equivalent which then treats the man+issa and power of ten as ONE
TERM which is what you want. Using the above two examples as a test, make sure your
calculator can get the correct results. This will take some getting used to but will
become second nature soon enough. You don't want your mistakes to be unfamiliari+y
with your calculator. (That's why borrowing a calculator for a quiz or test is scary!)
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Scientific Notation Exercise 1 .

Convert each of the numbers from scientific notation to decimal.

(D 9.8214x10'

(2) 9.6524 < 10'

(3) 69601x10'

(4) 6.6839x10'

0.00982/t

o^^a^
^fc<oi
£fc^3>?

(5) 80374x10

(6) 4.8854 x 10"

(7) 6.816x10'

.-7 Q^P00080>N3) 6-1875X10-

^^.H
(£^/CO

(8) 9.1397x10
-s O^OMnK

(9) 4.226x10

(10) 1.497x10"

(11) 19194x10~

(12) 8.9437x10-7

(U) 5.2743x10'

o.oooff)W^
^()a^ooo/t/<?7-

^W 0(^00

0.0000009^^
kl.Z^
Wiz

(15) 9.4634 >; 10"

(16) 1.2628x10-s

Convert each of the numbers from decimal to scientific notation.

(17) 0.0027469

(18) 0.000000022036

(19) 0.26959

(20) 8,735,200

(21) 9,528,200

(22) 641,220

(23) O.OOOOOS9461

27t6?^/0"

3^o^ </q^
^wn\o{
(t^5^<^>
?^^^//&6'
^^ ^fi$
^%\^0 ^

(24) 0.050936

(25) 6,877,400

(26) 0.000027794

(27) 510,700,000

(28) 721,150

(29) 3,294,400

(30) 645,110

Z^3V
6.0000/^^g

$^5&XfO'2
^^<IOG
a_^^Uio'f
S/fo^MC^
.7,31l^f()?
3.Wyy/oG
^^(Ui^
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Scientific Notation Exercise 2:

Section A: The Definition of the Notation (Decimal -^ Scientific)

Write the following numbers in scientific notation.

i) iooi L 001 V-lO^ 6) 0.13592
2) 53 $r3 ^ <0 7) -0.0038
3) 6,926,300,000 <$.<:?3^3 ^l0 8) O.OOOQ0013
4) -392 -3^^ /(Da 9) -0-567
5) 0.00361 3^1 )(./0~3 10)70500

Section B: Converting Back (Scientific -> Decimal)
Convert the following scientific notation back into real numbers.

ll)192xl03 (^90

12)3.051x10' 3>  >.$'/

13)-4.29 xl02 -13.1

16)1.03xl0-2

17) 8.862 xl0')

18)9.512xl0's

14) 6.251 x 109 (y^i OW 000 19) -6.5 x 10-3
15) 8 317 xlO" g3t'?-060 20) 3.159 xl02

^3^9 )^/o"
-3.%xfo~3
(3 ^[D'^

-^^Y^'j
7.^y<oL/

c?/o/o3
o^g^a

0-OOOOW09^/^
-O..QO(o^
3 ? 9.^

Section C: Multiplication, Division and ... with ScientiHc Notation

Use Scientific Notation and Significant Figures rules to find the answer to the following multiplication
division, addition, and subtraction problems.

21) (4 1357 x 10-15) . (5.4 x 102) = o?- ^- )( ;Q'

22) (1.695 x 10") - (1.395 x 10'5) = 1. c^f > ^iQ

23) (4367 x 105) . (1.96 x 10") = @ , ^  ^ fO /^
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24) (6.97 x 103) . (2.34 x 1C-6) + 3.2 x 10-2 = 0.

25) (5.16 x 10-4) - (8.65 x \ff*) - 9.68 x 104 = '" <?.. 08 )c 10

Section D: Significant Figures

For the following, write each with the correct number of significant figures.

26) (2.38617 xl0-1)* (1.157705 xl06) - 3, "?^p2Yg //(?5

27) (3.005) (5.0) / ^

28) (1.12xl0:')*(6.06xl05) = ^7. ^^ ^ <0 io

29) (2.27513 x 103) . (1.9376 x 102) = 7/>7 C)t^ ^ / ^ ^

30) (5.567 x 108) - (2.215 x 108)i^ 2^13

31) (2.775 x 10-4) . (4.775 x 104) = /'? . ^$

32) (5.00) - (8.14 xl02) = C IL/ )(. 1^ .

33) (4.7192 xl02) - (3.862 xl0-4) L">0^ ^0
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"Brushing Up" on Algebra
Several years ago, a university physics
professor who came +o MBCI was asked
to comment on the most important
thing they were missing when they
entered science programs at university
The answer - their math is weak. You
will need to hone your math skills for
Physics. Physics does rely heavily upon
equations +o express scientific ideas in

sbandard .. . wnre^snn ,l"ablonals'^x'p^n'enbial expressior^ y-jnbercepb
ineqyaliby' ^ operatsions ^ ~ qyadrabic

§ slop®-S "binomial
.5 linear g

s

sbandard

formula E

J3

their most aus+ere and descriptive
form. Most errors students make in Physics are because of a misuse or
misunderstanding of algebraic rules. Since the relationships of variables are given in
equations, it is an absolute must to know how to manipulate these variables correctly.
You have been 'doing' algebra for many years now but every year there is more rules +o
know that integrate in+o a larger picture which complicates things. Algebra is a narrow
path rife with divers pi+falls that alter the results of a calculation significantly. With
much practice, however, it can become second nature and a real help instead of a
hindrance.

From as early as grade 5. we were all taught an 'order of operations' when
performing calculo+ions. Hopefully you recall BEDMAS. It stands for Brackets.
Exponen+s, &ivision, Mul+iplication, Addition and Sub+rac+ion. This rule provides the
framework so that we all make the same decisions in our calculations, for example:

^=3+4*22

The wrong way, (not followino BEDMAS): If we simply calculate left +o right we add 3 and 4
and get 7, then multiply be 2 to get 14 then squar-e +o get 196.

The right way. (followinp BE&MAS): The exponent goes first so 2 squared is 4, then multiply
by 4 to get 16 then add 3 which is 19.

-y = 3+4* 22 Exponent First
^c = 3+4» 4 Mufi'tiplfcation Second
^=3+16 A ddition Third

A-=19
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As long as we all agree to these rules, we should be able +o communicate and have a
common understanding +o ensure we mean the same thing, after all, ma+hema+ics is a langua9e.
In this pr'evious example, the unknown variable is x and the equation is already isolated for x,
by i+self.
But what if the variable is not isolated and we s+i I wanted +o solve for i+, for example:

19=3+4»^2

In this example we have a left side (LS) and a right side (RS) equal to each other with a
variable that is not isolated but buried on the right side. In other words, the variable is
attached +o certain 'operations' on the right side that must be removed to isolate the variable
thus revealing i+s exact value. This process of 'removal' is the reverse of BEDMAS which is
SAM&EB. It is the precise opposite s+ra+egy to the calculation process. Notice the operations
on the right side attached to the variable x. It is squared, multiplied by 4 then has 3 added to
i+. The rules of algebra dictate that we perform the inverse operation +o remove an unwanted
oper-a+ion or value from one side to the other. SAMDEB will dictate the order of operations
when ISOLATEN6 A VARIABLE which is not the same as the order of operations for*
CALCULATING A VARIABLE. First Sub+rac+ion, Addition, Mul+iplica+ion. bivision,
Exponen+s then finally Brackets. The way to solve this problem then is to first
subtract 3, divide by 4 then square root.

19=3+4»A-2
19-3=3-3+4^
16=4^2
16 4-A-2
4 4

(subtract 3)

{divide by 4)

Cube (x3)

Sin

Cos

4=^2
!4 =^x (square root)

x=±Z

Notice that in this case the square root of 4 is
BOTH 2 and -2. S+uden+s often forget this in
their calculations. In Physics i+ is especially
important to keep those two values until the
context in your problem dictates that one of
those options is extraneous or not possible.

"When calcula+inQ use BEDMAS,
when isola+inq use SAMbEB."

Multiplying (x)

Adding (+)

Square (x")

Tan

dividing (-/

Subtracting (-)

Square Root ^Ix

Cube Root ^!x

Sin-1

Cos-1

Tan-1
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Brushing Up on Algebra Exercises

Algebra E+ique+te:

1. Equations should have a left side and a right side with an equal sign between them.
2. Only have one equal sign on one line at a time.
3. Work DOWN with your algebra if there are many steps. Go ahead, kill some trees.
4. If you know you struggle with algebra, it is highly recommended that you write in brackets

the operation you are performing on each line, (see example above).
4. Always be clear about the value for each side is. (Do not leave one side blank!)
5. If working wi+h more than one equation, label them +o make things less confusing.
6. Make sure any operation is performed on BOTH sides of the equation and not just one.
6. When you are done, box your answer.

Exercise 1: For the following formulas, isolate each variable in terms of the others.

Show all intermediate steps

a- ^.=7
d
t

Ar
b. a=

t

c. Ft=mv

d. F =ma

e.^-7

f. r_ =
av

^ +1^.

^.d-m m=dy,v-!";
v " ~ ' d

i. y = y + at

j. C/ = Vft -^Otz (not t but is possible!)

k. /r=

2
^ir^

l. /7,sin6, =n,smQ,

|^/n
*m. V=

*n. r=2jt.

g. V^ = l<2 + Zad
1

*o. 1^-
7:

\\. d = V,t + -0/' (not + but it is possible with quadra+ic equation you will lear-n soon!)

^Questions wi+h an asterisk are a little more challenging.
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2 Solve for the following variables showing all intermediate steps.

a. w- 3 = 7 (w) v^^O

c.4x+3=15 (x) i^Z^.
b. 7= 4+z (z) LZ.^L

d. Y = 8-3y (y) |^2]

e.26-6(b) F^ f.^.2-55-5 l5iU

9. 9=^- (v)
(9)

ly^ijfcl h. d = 20(4) + i(9.8)32 (d) ]^WJ\
i. 480 = 88(11) + 0.5(-8)+2

k.^=(2.1jcl04)(3.8.cl0-3)(q)

!MorJ
j. Finda-b-c ifa =-5, b = 4and c =-7. (-^^

;2 _ .,2m. 25'= v'+ 2(-6)(35) (Vi)r:
^&0/(0
")£EI^

(9.0.cl09)(2.5.cl0-6)(1.75.cl0-8)
'^J ^- (.r.

r^^/-3Y^^


